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I don’t know about you, but the concept of sex education and sexual discussions with my
kids can sometimes make me squirm! It rather seems like an invasion of my own privacy!

But our hard realities are pressing in against us.  Our Christian kids are in danger of morphing
into the behaviors of a very lost world.

Why? Because they are supersaturated.

Supersaturated with the same kind of tricky, enslaving ideas that pulled a world into a
flood and a city into destruction.

 As in the days of Noah...... Matthew 24:37

 As in the days of Lot...... Luke 17:28-30

 So it will be at the coming of the Son of Man.

So our question is What was it like in the times of Noah and Lot?

Lawlessness, sexual perversion, homosexuality, rebellion…

Do any of these things sound familiar?

Today our children are being raised in a culture reeling out of control. The media sex and
perversion overload is so deep there is no way of escape. A simple trip down the Wal-Mart
checkout line will produce an education we don’t want our children to have.

Two thirds of couples live together before marriage today.

Homosexual girlfriend relations are reported by 12% of our teenage girls.

One in four girls and one in six boys are sexually abused by age 18.

Attitudes and actions of professing Christian youth show only a 4% difference from their
non-Christian peers.

Most of our kids (81%) claim that all truth is relative to their individual circumstances.

Introduction
A Sex-Saturated Culture

(Why We Need This Quiz)

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew%2024:37&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Luke%2017:28-30&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
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A TV shows labels a “gay” couple hiring a surrogate mother as the New Normal.

Lady Gaga sells our kids on her immoral values.

I wish I could prove to you that our kids are automatically safe from this flood of
dissipation. I wish I could show you a special bubble that will keep them insulated from the
confusing messages. But alas, this is wishful thinking!

Our kids are more like the girl on our book cover, striving for beauty, but poised on a dangerous
rocky crag overlooking a tempest of confusion. What is a parent to do? Should we enlist our
youth pastors and churches to fix our problem? How about our schools? While we may be
able to find others to help us, this battle is ours! We will be the ones to most greatly
influence our children!

We are living in a day and age when we as parents must do what Noah did.

We must build an ark.

“By faith Noah, when warned about things not yet seen, in holy
fear built an ark to save his family. By his faith he condemned
the world and became heir of the righteousness that comes by
faith.”
        Hebrews 11:7

Ark building is hard work!  It will take time, energy and sacrifice.

So how do we build an ark that will keep our children protected from the sexual pressures
of this age?

1. By faith.......we must trust completely in the Lord and His wisdom and protection, canceling
a heart of fear.

2. When warned about things not seen......sometimes we are not able to see in the natural
what our children and teens are in danger of being ensnared by. We must receive the warnings
and avoid the temptation of denial or pride. We must be the generation of parents who can
understand the times and gain a heart of wisdom. Facing the truth. Unmasking the darkness.
Confronting our enemy on every side.

3. In holy fear......Now wait a minute. I thought we weren’t to fear!?  (see point 1) But notice

http://www.frontlinemoms.com/2012/08/13/gay-sex-pitched-kids-new-normal-olympics-notice/
http://www.frontlinemoms.com/2012/10/08/lady-gaga-peace-prize-gay-tv-up-who-cares/
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here the difference between cowardly fear and the Fear of the Lord. Holy fear is an awe and
reverence of the Lord that causes us to love what He loves and hate what He hates. Holy fear is
related to holiness. God calls his children to come out and be separate from the world
(2 Corinthians 6:17 and Isaiah 52:11) and to fear God that we may gain a heart of wisdom.

4. Build....Just living in our homes with our kids will not be enough. We will need to build
something together that goes beyond the world’s revelation. Build tight relationships. Build
close communications. Build a culture in our homes that connects each family member to the
heart of God and accomplishes His Kingdom plan in our lives.

Our starting point is this. We will Unmask the Lies. We will replace them with the truths of
God’s word.

This true/false quiz can be an important starting point.

How to use this quiz:

1. Parents should first take the Parent Quiz. (The Student Quiz has all the same
questions, with slightly different wording on items 12, 23, 24 and 25.)

2. Then sit down together and discuss your answers and compare them to the answer key.
Read through Key Points to Discuss with Your Kids for more information.

3. Be sure and look up the Scriptures and reflect on the truths that they reveal.

4. Pray together for a strategy and a time to share this quiz with your children and teens.
At what age should they take this quiz? Unfortunately much earlier than what we would like.
Even our young children are being surrounded by images that will teach them immoral ideas
and behaviors. Our goal is to be their guiding light even as they pick up words and phrases in
odd places like TV shows and checkout lines.  Perhaps it would be appropriate to share select
parts of the quiz with younger children. Certainly your teenagers need all the questions.

5. Select the strategy. Perhaps that will be a family meeting time. Or perhaps you want a quiet
one-on-one interaction with only one parent. Pick what seems the best fit for your family.

6. Remember that our ultimate goal is to use this quiz and the discussion that it brings
about as a way to increase the frequency of our communication. How often will our
children be inundated with sexual images? Obviously, every day. That’s why our relationship
and discussion over sexual issues needs to be as natural and frequent as our discussion over
food and schedules.

7. Have the courage to “do it afraid.” Maybe you don’t feel as confident to talk about sexual

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2%20cor%206:17&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Isaiah%2052:11&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
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things. Maybe the mistakes of your own past try crowd into your own emotions. Don’t let fear
keep you from what you need to do! Trust the Lord! Step out and open your mouth! And
believe that God will fill it. Even if we are not the most eloquent ones to explain things, our
kids will appreciate our honesty.

8. Have your kids take the Student Quiz. Explain to them in advance that you don’t expect
them to know all the answers. Perhaps even tell them that when you took the quiz there were
some that were tricky to you.  Do everything you can to put your kids’ hearts at rest.

9. It’s okay if there’s laughter! Embarrassment often produces rolled eyes, giggling and
laughs. We will not be intimidated by that, will we?

10. Use the Key Points section as the beginning of your training time. Look for examples in
the world around you to explain and illustrate the points given. For example, do you know
someone who has struggled with a same-sex attraction? Do you know a couple who is living
together before marriage? Do you have a relative who had a child out of wedlock? Obviously,
our kids notice the discrepancies in the world around them. They are looking for your honest
answers.

11. If your child asks you a question that you do not have an answer to, do not feel
obligated to make something up on the spot. Let them know you will do your research.
Remember the goal is to dialogue on the journey, not just have one “big talk” at the destination.

12. Be prepared for their objections. If they have been indoctrinated or influenced by public
school education, the media, or friends, some of your answers may seem foreign. Hold to the
truth. Be patient as you explain and reason. And if you find that your child has indeed been
ensnared by wrong thinking, take the matter to the Lord.

13. Many of the facts in this book are quoted from our book Unmask the Predators, by
Lisa and Kalyn Cherry. We encourage you to get a copy of this resource. As you work
through this quiz, you are doing unmasking work. Every parent needs to be spiritually equipped
for this tough assignment.

14. Bathe your experience in prayer. Discovering wrong thinking in our children’s lives is
helpful. Correcting that wrong thinking is necessary! But only the Lord can transform their
hearts.

http://www.unmaskthepredators.com/
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Parent Quiz
Write T for true, and F for false.

_____ 1. God invented sex.

_____ 2. Sex between a husband and wife is good.

_____ 3. As long as two people love each other, it’s okay for them to have sex.

_____ 4. Having sex before marriage is a sin.

_____ 5. Living together before marriage is a good way to try it out, so you don’t
  marry the wrong person.

_____ 6. It’s okay for married people to have other boyfriends or girlfriends.

_____ 7. Sex between two men is wrong, as well as sex between two women.

_____ 8. Christians can be created by God to be homosexuals. Some people are
  born that way.

_____ 9. If someone experiences a tempting sexual thought about someone of their
  own gender, that means they are a homosexual or bisexual.

_____ 10. A person who feels they should be a different gender should be able to
  get a  sex change operation.

_____ 11. A family is any group of people who love each other deeply.

_____ 12. If teenagers watch a little pornography, it won’t really hurt them.

Chapter 1 - The Quiz
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_____ 13. It is not really sex if intercourse does not actually take place.

_____ 14. Two people can satisfy their sexual urges without all the drama of a
 relationship by just being “friends with benefits.”

_____ 15. It’s mostly younger children that are at risk for sexual abuse…not
  teenagers.

_____ 16. Teenagers are easily able to defend themselves against sexually
  dangerous people.

_____ 17. The most dangerous people sexually to children and teens are strangers
  who could attack them.

_____ 18. Sex between a man and a boy is wrong.

_____ 19. We would need more information to determine if a relationship between
  a 46-year-old man and a 15-year-old girl was okay.

_____ 20. There's nothing wrong with a 13-year-old girl having a 19-year-old boy
  friend.

_____ 21. It is okay for a 50-year-old woman to have an 18-year-old husband.

_____ 22. Parents and other adults would easily recognize a sexual abuser or
  predator.

_____ 23. If a child or teen told an adult that they were having a problem with
  someone coming onto them, it would show that they are weak and
  immature.

_____ 24. It is good to talk about sex with your children.

_____ 25. It is easy for me to talk about sex with my children.
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Student Quiz

Write T for true, and F for false.

_____ 1. God invented sex.

_____ 2. Sex between a husband and wife is good.

_____ 3. As long as two people love each other, it’s okay for them to have sex.

_____ 4. Having sex before marriage is a sin.

_____ 5. Living together before marriage is a good way to try it out, so you don’t
  marry the wrong person.

_____ 6. It’s okay for married people to have other boyfriends or girlfriends.

_____ 7. Sex between two men is wrong, as well as sex between two women.

_____ 8. Christians can be created by God to be homosexuals. Some people are
  born that way.

_____ 9. If I ever experience a tempting sexual thought about someone of my own
  gender, that means I am a homosexual or bisexual.

_____ 10. A person who feels  they should be a different gender should be able to
  get a  sex change operation.

_____ 11. A family is any group of people who love each other deeply.

_____ 12. Watching a little pornography when you’re a teen won’t really hurt you.
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_____ 13. It is not really sex if intercourse does not actually take place.

_____ 14. Two people can satisfy their sexual urges without all the drama of a
  relationship by just being “friends with benefits.”

_____ 15. It’s mostly younger children that are at risk for sexual abuse…not
  teenagers.

_____ 16. Teenagers are easily able to defend themselves against sexually
  dangerous  people.

_____ 17. The most dangerous people to me sexually are strangers who could
  attack me.

_____ 18. Sex between a man and a boy is wrong.

_____ 19. We would need more information to determine if a relationship between
  a 46- year-old man and a 15-year-old girl was okay.

_____ 20. There’s nothing wrong with a 13-year-old girl having a 19-year-old
  boyfriend.

_____ 21. It is okay for a 50-year-old woman to have an 18-year-old husband.

_____ 22. Parents and other adults would easily recognize a sexual abuser or
  predator.

_____ 23. Telling an adult that I was having a problem with someone coming on to
  me would show that I am a weak and immature person.

_____ 24. It is good to talk about sex with your parents.

_____ 25. It is easy for me to talk about sex with my parents.
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1.  T

2.  T

3.  F

4.  T

5.  F

6.  F

7.  T

8.  F

9.  F

10.  F

11.  F

12.  F

Chapter 2 - Answer Key
(For Parent & Student Quiz)

13. F

14.  F

15.  F

16.  F

17.  F

18.  T

19.  F

20.  F

21.  F

22.  F

23. F

24. T

25.  ?
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1. God invented sex.
True. In this sex saturated world, it can become easy for us as Christians to accidentally
portray the messages to our children that sex = bad and that Hollywood invented sexuality.
Obviously that’s silly!

God created the beautiful relationship between a husband and wife, and He called it good.
However, the pornography-influenced media of our day has tried to hijack that beauty. So it’s
very easy for our kids to pick up on our vibes that say we should “protect the kids from
sexuality.”

Rebuilding a healthy foundation is imperative if we are to cast a vision that our kids want to
adopt.

When I speak to a group of parents about the issues of romance, dating, sex and marriage, I
often ask the parents what their number one goal for their kids is. Without fail, the first answer
that is most shouted back from the audience is “abstain.”  While I wholeheartedly agree in the
abstinence message, it cannot be the only message our kids hear from us! God has an intimate
knowledge of our sexual natures. He desires to walk with His children as they joyfully
receive His gift of sexuality. See Genesis 2:24-25 and Ephesians 5:31-32.

2. Sex between a husband and wife is good.
True. Do our young people of today believe this? Is not the romantic European trip between
the cohabitating couple pictured on the travel commercial much more exciting to imagine?

With divorce rates of nearly 50% and complaints on every magazine cover about marital
sexual dysfunction, no wonder our kids are looking for greener grass. It’s up to us to tell them
otherwise.

Somehow, without violating the privacy between a mom and dad, i.e. husband-and-wife, it’s
very important that we communicate the beauty and joy of healthy married sexual love. That
takes ingenuity, does it not? Because each of us as married couples should value the sanctity
and privacy of our marriage bed.

Chapter 3
Key Points to Discuss With Your Kids

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Gen%202:24-25%20%20%20&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Ephesians%205:31-32%20%20%20%20&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
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But what if your own marriage is either strained or destroyed? It will take some creativity
and vision to provide substitute role models for kids. Such as…Pointing out the longevity and
beauty of marriages in your church….Digging into the extended family stories….Reading
books and watching movies that provide good role models. Somehow, our children will need
a target to aim for. See Proverbs 5:19-20 and Song of Solomon.

3. As long as two people love each other, it's okay for them to have
sex.
False. This is a loaded question. I put it out here to point out the cultural weakness of the way
it’s worded. Obviously, we would need more information to know whether that statement is
true.  But many today would try to take it simply at face value.

4. Having sex before marriage is a sin.
True.  In a culture today where two-thirds of people live together before marriage, premarital
sex or, as the Scripture calls it, fornication, has been socially normed.**

I have personally encountered several people who become Christians and are shocked to learn
that sex before marriage would by Biblical standards be called a sin.  See Galatians 5:19-
21

Consider the images our children see on TV. Consider the examples of the neighbors and the
people they encounter in the community. We will have a tall order as parents to present them
with God’s view on sexuality.

According to a recent George Barna study, sexual “rules” are causing many of the younger
generation to avoid the church altogether.  So of course the temptation in the body of Christ
is to relax the standards! Folks, we can’t do that. God is the one who defines the moral
code...not us.

5. Living together before marriage is a good way to try it out, so
you don't marry the wrong person.
False. Have you ever rented a car? Have you ever been warned against the danger of buying a
car that had been a rental? Trying someone out before marriage has many of the same dangers.
Without a long-term commitment, the relationship is skewed at its very foundation. Have
you prepared your children to counter this logic?

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Proverbs%205:19-20%20&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Song%20of%20SOlomon&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.frontlinemoms.com/2012/02/14/fornication-whats-that-cohabitation-part-3/
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Galatians%205:19-21&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Galatians%205:19-21&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.barna.org/teens-next-gen-articles/528-six-reasons-young-christians-leave-church
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When Christians fall into this trap of cohabitation, it shakes their relationship with God. The
internal conviction causes many to rewrite their own theology to match their morality.
This is a critical issue for training kids in this day. See Hebrews 13:4 and click here for more
help.

6. It’s okay for married people to have other boyfriends or
girlfriends.
False. What a ridiculous idea!

Marital fidelity is at the heart of our covenant relationship in Christian marriage.
However, making this point clear to our children is needed in an era where in the pop culture
the stars swing between husbands, wives, girlfriends and boyfriends at a rapid clip.

Commandment number 7 makes this very clear: Thou shalt not commit adultery. (Exodus
20:14) And Jesus puts even stronger teeth in that law by defining adultery as anyone who looks
at a woman with lust in his heart. (Matthew 5:28)

Unfortunately, your children’s personal world is probably sprinkled with families who
have faced infidelity and divorce. As you compassionately pray together for other families in
pain, make sure you are using these negative examples as teaching moments in your home.

Let your children see you guarding your heart from adultery as you protect your home
and marriage. Let them know (which is hard for a teen to acknowledge!) that sexual
temptation is not just a topic for the teen years. The same measure of self-control and wisdom
that we learn to walk in during our growing up years is the same wisdom and self-control that
will be needed in our adult years. Just walking down the aisle and putting a ring on someone’s
finger does not guarantee self-control. We need Jesus, His word, and the power of the Holy
Spirit for lifetime faithfulness.

7.  Sex between two men is wrong, as well as sex between two
women.
True.   If you want to get into trouble among an average group of people, start a conversation
with this statement! Shouts of “homophobe” may greet your ears. We need to understand how
to calmly and clearly express God's heart on this issue.

The Word of God states that homosexuality is wrong. See Leviticus 18:22, Leviticus 20:13,
and 1 Timothy 1:8-10

It truly is as simple as that. Does your family recognize the absolute authority of God’s word?

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Hebrews%2013:4&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.frontlinemoms.com/2012/02/01/cohabitation-the-new-dating/
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Exodus%2020:14&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew%205:28&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Leviticus%2018:22&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Leviticus%2020:13&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1%20Timothy%201:8-10&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
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 8. Christians can be created by God to be homosexuals. Some
people are born that way.
False. This young generation has been indoctrinated to believe this concept of heredity
and design. However, we know from scripture this could not be true. God does not cause
people to sin.

The question of whether someone “cannot help it” or “cannot change it” is central to the
public debate. We must be prepared to handle this issue with our kids. Research continues to
bear the truth of God's word. Click here for resources from Frontlinemoms.com that will help
you prepare to reason this out with your kids.

9. If someone experiences a tempting sexual thought about
someone of their own gender, that means they are a homosexual or
bisexual.
False. Our public schools as well as the media are promoting the idea that each person
must “discover” their sexual identity. What a dangerous concept. Our children could
erroneously be asking a question that would enslave them for the rest of their lives.

If we tell young people it is up to them to determine their “sexual orientation,” while we
continue to pollute the airwaves around them with homosexually stimulating images and ideas,
we will obviously cause them confusion. Tempting thoughts come to believers every day.  Just
because someone has a random tempting thought to steal a candy bar at the grocery line does
not mean he has discovered his true identity as a “thief.” Yet for the sinful behavior of
homosexuality, we have chosen a cultural label that many are wearing as a badge.

Adolescents are particularly vulnerable to identification issues.  Are we helping them
toward healthy sexual imagery? As parents, we must assist them to form a genuine identity in
Christ based on the truth of His word. But are we ready to help them with identity issues that
could be secret torments in their minds? Healing and cleansing is available through Jesus!
1 Corinthians 6:9-12.

10. A person who feels they should be a different gender should be
able to get a sex change operation.
False. God is the creator of each human life. His plans for us are for good. Psalm 139:14
celebrates God's unique design for his creation in David's words, “I am fearfully and        won-
derfully made.” Each of God’s creations can make that same declaration. We are uniquely
fashioned by Him designed for a purpose and equipped for service. Our gender is His
selection.

http://www.mygenes.co.nz/index.html
http://www.frontlinemoms.com/2012/05/24/part-3-mom-would-you-love-me-if-im-bisexual/
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1%20Cor%206:9-12&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm%20139:14&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
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Due to the ravages of our fallen world, many today struggle with self-acceptance.
Emotional abuses, family dysfunctions and even mental illnesses can contribute to gender
confusions. However, believing we are “the wrong gender” in need of surgical intervention
denies the design of our Lord. God has other ways to heal His children from sexual
confusions.

The culture fans the question to its children about whether they are actually born the
“wrong” gender.  If we do not counter this we are opening ourselves up to deception. Through
God’s word and the power of the Spirit we can assist our children toward a life of
self-acceptance and contentment.

Children today will need help with this issue. Our kids, certainly by the time they reached a
community college level, have been inundated with trans-gendered indoctrination.
Standardized college forms are made gender optional and self-declared. Restrooms became a
form of institutional controversy. And cross-dressing was certainly paraded in front of their
eyes. It is best for us to prepare our children for these kinds of exposures.

11. A family is any group of people who love each other deeply.
False. This statement was the definition expressed on a TV show called the “The New
Normal.”  The show is about a “gay” male “couple” who hire a surrogate woman to bear a child
for them. I would say that is not normal!

God defines marriage as between a husband and wife. And He makes the two one flesh for the
purpose of establishing a Godly seed.  See Malachi 2:15.  Christian adoption is also illustrated
in the heart of God in Esther 2:7, Matthew 18:5, and Psalm 68:5-6.

Obviously, if a dad or mom leaves that family, they still remain a family. But redefining a
family as two moms or two dads is not God’s will.

12. Watching a little pornography when you’re a teen won’t really
hurt you.
False. Pornography at any age is highly addictive. But for young teenage minds the dangers
are even more pronounced. See Teens and Porn: 10 Stats You Need to Know.   Sexual
addictions, promiscuity, and marital dissatisfaction are some of the known side effects. And
many today would question the long term effects of a culture where the “normal
Environment” is saturated with soft porn imagery.

Why would we want to take any risk on our children's future health? The average age of
exposure in America today is age 8** while the vast majority of those exposures are by
accident.

http://www.frontlinemoms.com/2012/08/13/gay-sex-pitched-kids-new-normal-olympics-notice/
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Malachi%202:15&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Esther%202:7&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew%2018:5&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm%2068:5-6&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
http://www.covenanteyes.com/2010/08/19/teens-and-porn-10-stats-your-need-to-know/
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What are you and your family doing to avoid the dangers of pornography? The easy
Internet access of today’s world makes parental supervision even more critical. In our family,
we have chosen to link our computers to an Internet accountability and screening services called
Covenant Eyes.
For many Christian families, the discovery of a child or teen’s exposure is deeply
disturbing. However, many naïvely believe that they can simply discipline their child and trust
that pornography will not be a lasting problem. Truly conquering a pornography issue requires
the power of God. God’s word and the power of the Spirit can renew the influenced mind. But a
child or teen left without tools may be hopelessly locked into a destructive pattern. I encourage
you, get some help. Check out the links for resources and ministries on FrontlineFamilies.org.

13. It is not really sex if intercourse does not actually take place.
False. An article a few years ago called oral sex the new good night kiss of this generation.
** That’s gross! But this notion is probably more widely believed than we want to admit.

When even our elected officials try to use this explanation to avoid accusation of wrongdoing, it
is not surprising that our kids could be confused. Any kind of sexual touching, visualizing or
solicitation between unmarried people is dangerous and sinful. We must help our kids to
understand that any time a sexual boundary is crossed whether it's in word or action, it is a
form of sexuality and it does have meaning. In a similar age relationship, innocence is lost.
When a child is involved, or if it is a varied age relationship, sexual abuse damage results.

14. Two people can satisfy their sexual urges without all the drama
of a relationship by just being “friends with benefits.”
False.  This cheap, shallow, and violating idea has entrapped many a young life.  Rather than
just assuming that our kids have rejected this notion that they see frequently portrayed in the
media and advertised in the school hallway, let’s make it abundantly clear to them.

Sex is an amazing benefit to marriage!  It should never be treated as casual, common or
routine.

Sex always results intense feelings and deep, lasting soul ties.  It is impossible to separate the
act from the relationship. Those who “hook up” just to satisfy their sexual needs find that a
strong attachment follows.  Then when one “friend” decides to move on, the other one
experiences the searing pain and sorrow of a breakup, as well as the realization that he/she has
been used.

http://www.covenanteyes.com/
http://www.frontlinefamilies.org/
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15. It’s mostly younger children that are at risk for sexual abuse…
not teenagers.
False. Adolescents actually make up a large proportion of those who are sexually abused,
yet our societal view of them as too smart to be victims makes the likelihood of them reporting
their abuses very low. They know they are likely to be blamed as causing the abuse!

Please, please....will you read Unmask the Predators so your family will be protected? I did
not think I needed help protecting my children.....but I did! Our family did not have a good
understanding on how to protect our daughter Kalyn. You do not have to make the same
mistakes we did! And if your child has already been abused, see our 12-step Battle Plan
starting in chapter 7.

16. Teenagers are easily able to defend themselves against sexually
dangerous people.
False. Teenagers are remarkably able to do many hard things. But as their experience in
life is limited and their ability to read beyond surface presentations is challenged, they are in
need of extra protection. Sexually dangerous people will rarely present themselves as obvious to
our teenagers. Often a would-be predator employs grooming, a subtle psychologically
desensitizing process, to gain the trust and cooperation of the victim.

Law-enforcement officials warn us that grooming is difficult even for adults to recognize.
Just as a counterfeiter or con artist can trick a person financially, a sexual predator can trap a
victim.

It is up to adults to protect children and teenagers from sexually dangerous people. It is, of
course, prudent for us to alert our kids to the common tricks, but that cannot be a substitute for
our supervision and intervention.

17. The most dangerous people sexually to children and teens are
strangers who could attack them.
False. I remember doing a good job of training my children to stay away from strangers in
the public square. But because I did not know that 80 to 90% of sexual predators are known
and trusted by their victims, I did an inadequate job of protecting my daughter Kalyn from an
abuser. Training our children and ourselves to be alert to every person in our sphere of
contact is critical.

Of course, we do not want to neglect proper safety training in regards to stranger danger.
Teaching our kids parking lot safety and how to handle ourselves in malls and other public

http://www.unmaskthepredators.com/
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places is important also. I find role-play practice to be the most effective way to cause them
to learn.

18. Sex between a man and a boy is wrong.
True. Since we have already drawn the conclusion from God’s word that homosexual behavior
is wrong (see #7), why would we need to clarify this question? Because without stating this
obvious point, we can leave our boys vulnerable to the grooming indoctrination of a
homosexual offender.

Let your kids know that there are men with wrong attractions toward boys. And just
because a man has an attraction toward a boy or even makes overtures towards him, this does
not mean that boy is now “homosexual.”

Sexual abuse behavior can often contribute to a boy questioning his sexual identity. Put
that terrible attack in the light for your kids. Let them know that you know this is how the
enemy works! And then be very sensitive to watch over your boys for any kind of wrong
behavior coming their way.

For more information, we would encourage you to read a testimony from Dennis Jernigan.

19. We would need more information to determine if a relationship
between 46-year-old man and a 15-year-old girl was okay.
False. A crisis counselor said that exact statement to me. After our daughter Kalyn was lured
into a sexually abusive relationship, she fell into a terrible pit of rebellion and depression.
When we found a suicide-threatening notebook, we took her in for an emergency evaluation. I
was horrified when the crisis counselor said in her presence that he would not be able to tell us
whether the relationship she'd been involved in was inappropriate! Obviously, we did not
continue to look for help from this man. But the whole experience highlighted how deeply
our culture is deceived.

Would you or your children need help understanding that a 46-year-old man making advances
to a 15-year-old girl is not appropriate? Perhaps that seems crazy. But unfortunately to a
teenager or a child, it is not. Explaining and even role-playing with our kids can help them
understand how an older person might compliment them to try to trap them into a
relationship. Believe me, after our family’s experience, I do not take anything for granted.

Some of the lines Kalyn’s sexual abuser used to groom her included:
    1. You have such a beautiful singing voice.

www.dennisjernigan.com/djs-story
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2. You do such a good job of working around here.
    3. Wow, you look beautiful today.
    4. I love your hair.
    5. Your hair looks so touchably soft.
    6. I need you to call me.

20. There’s nothing wrong with a 13-year-old girl having a
19-year-old boyfriend.
False.  When I ask this question to a group of parents, the answer coming back at me is a
resounding shout of “no!” when you asked this question with a group of youth, they are not
quite so quick to answer.

Those of us who are a little older can obviously see that there is a world of difference between a
19-year-old a 13-year-old. However, the media images would minimize the problems. And in
fact even many pieces of classical literature will cause us grief with their imagery.

Do you know the laws in your state for legal consent of sexuality? In most states it would be
considered statutory rape for a 19-year-old to be sexually active with a 13-year-old. In other
words, the 13-year-old could not legally consent to have intercourse, so it is defined as rape
even if the she willingly participated.  The 19-year-old could be prosecuted for rape. However
these laws can be very confusing.

Law enforcement agents and psychologists recognize that any age difference of more than five
years between a couple is considered a power relationship. In other words, the one who is
younger will be at an unfair disadvantage to resist the decision-making of the one who is
older. 19 and 13 seems to be pretty clear. But what about 16 and 21? Or 14 and 19?

Having a conversation about the danger of age differences is critical before your kids form
relationships. Letting them know that you will not give them permission to enter into
relationship with someone of a significantly different age can cause them to maintain stronger
boundaries and understand the potential dangers.

This question of a 19 year old and a 13 year old brings into question a larger issue. What is
your family’s strategy for helping your kids form healthy boy/girl relationships and
eventually find a godly mate? Are you planning to allow them to date? If so, at what age and
with what rules? How will you successfully protect them from damaging themselves or others
in their relationships?

Dating, which is usually driven by fleshly passions and desires, often prepares our kids
more for breaking up than for forming lifelong relationships!  Have you considered the
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option of replacing a conventional dating model with a courtship model?

In our family, we worked many years to settle this important issue. As we saw so many
Christian families in crisis around us, we were highly motivated to avoid the same errors! We
would love to share our family’s testimony of launching healthy young marriages. Click
here for more information on our resource for families and teens called Hot Romance: A Family
Guide for Dating, Courtship, Love and Sex.

21. It is okay for a 50-year-old woman to have an 18-year-old
husband.
False. It seems like we would not have to discuss this question. However I personally know a
family that had this exact situation happen. The 17-year-old boy was lured into a relationship
and then later a marriage with a 50-year-old woman. Hollywood has glamorized many such
relationships. Older women with teenage boys is a definite cultural risk. We must warn our
kids and guard them from such abusive deceits.

22. Parents and other adults would easily recognize a sexual abuser
or predator.
False. If they were easily recognized, we wouldn’t have a problem! Some place in the back
of our minds we have an amazing ability to think we are above being tricked. However, without
learning more about the abuser and without coming out of our complicated systems of denial,
we certainly can fail to protect our kids. See chapter 12 in our book Unmask the Predators for
Twenty-six Keys for Protecting Your Child from Sexual Predators.

23. If a child or teen told an adult that they were having a problem
with someone coming onto them, it would show that they are weak
and immature.
False. Many children and teens are convinced that they should be able to “handle it.” They
wrongly conclude that asking for help is a sign of weakness. We need to show them that asking
for help and protection is actually a sign of strength and wisdom!

Proverbs uses a word that is rarely spoken of in our English language today: Prudence.

Prudence is the ability to have forethought in a situation and react with wisdom.
Proverbs 22:3 says… A prudent man sees danger and takes refuge, but the simple keep going
and suffer for it.

http://www.frontlinefamilies.org/hot-romance/
www.unmaskthepredators.com
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Proverbs%2022:3&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
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We need to actively praise our children when they ask for help. When they successfully
look ahead and see they need to take refuge, they should be commended. Make this a teaching
point to your child.

24. It is good to talk about sex with your children.
True. The best form of sex education comes between a parent and a child. In a discipleship
relationship the parent is free to use God’s word to train their child toward holy and healthy
sexuality.

In the Old Testament when the children of Israel were coming back from captivity and
rebuilding their nation, the entire law was read to the family groups. That would have
included chapter after chapter of sexuality instruction from the book of Leviticus and other
places. Learning God’s plan for sexuality from His word within the comfort of our family
relationships and our spiritual covering provides a strong foundation for the next
generation. See Deuteronomy 6:1-9

That is not to say that others may not have a role in training our children. Pastors, Sunday
school teachers, youth leaders, and even grandparents can certainly play an important support
role to the parents and give validity to their instruction. However, the final responsibility should
be in the home! And certainly separating sex education from the spiritual foundation of God's
word is very dangerous.

How early should sex education start? Well, in some ways that’s a silly question. For sex
education starts from birth. Much of what a child learns about sexuality comes through
environmental messages. Which means every time we walk through the Wal-Mart checkout
line, every time we turn on the TV, and every time we see a mother with a new baby, we are
educating our children.

There’s no question our world is sex-saturated. So if we want to be the ones to form our
children’s values, we must step up and give them the straight talk they need on the issue of
sexuality. It should be as natural as discussions over sports and the family meal. Gone is the
concept of pulling your preadolescent aside and having “the big talk.” Instead it needs to be a
continual talk.

I find myself needing to explain things earlier to my younger children. Why? Because they
are encountering the images at such a young age. I believe the Lord’s grace is sufficient for us
even as we need to provide them more help earlier than what we would wish for.

25. It is easy for me to talk about sex with my children.
The previous question established the need for sexuality training in the home. But I never
claimed it would necessarily be comfortable!

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Deuteronomy%206:1-9&version=NIV1984;NASB;NKJV;NLT
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Why does it seem so difficult for us to talk with our children about sex? I can think of
several legitimate reasons.

Sexuality is a private matter. So when we begin to open up and talk about private, personal
issues it feels like a vulnerable invasion. Many about us have our own scars from the past.
Perhaps past abuses or sins cause us regret and pain. So when someone gets close to those
sexual topics it makes us want to run. Feelings of failure, inadequacy, and guilt make it hard for
us to want to disciple our own children.

But these reasons make it all the more important for us to draw upon the Lord’s strength!
For He has promised that where we are weak, He will be strong.

Ask Him today to cause your family’s sex education to be anointed by Him. Trust Him with
your emotions. Purpose in your heart to have your discussions even if you feel afraid. I have
personally found that the more I tread in to my fear, the easier my fear falls away.

Our children need us like never before.  Perhaps, letting them know that this is not always an
easy thing for you to talk about will relieve their anxiety also. Share with them that sexuality is
a private matter but it is of vital spiritual importance. Let them know that no question is
off-limits. Laugh with them when things get a little awkward. And pray together that God will
open both of your hearts to hear His voice.

** quotes taken from Unmask the Predators by Lisa and Kalyn Cherry
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THE
PREDATORS

3 PART CURRICULUM
For Parents, Grandparents,
Small Groups,  & Churches

1) Unmask The Predators Book
An $800 phone bill revealed a predator from their church had drawn their fifteen-year-old daughter
into an emotional and sexual relationship.  A family war zone followed that included rebellion,
depression, wrong relationships, eating disorders, self-mutilation, and a spiritual battle to recover
and restore their daughter Kalyn’s heart, mind, and spirit.

2) Unmask Curriculum DVD
In this video program, dad, mom, and daughter share their personal story of triumph  over tragedy.
The Unmask Curriculum works with the Unmask the Predators book to equip parents to protect their
homes and win the battle for their kids’ souls. Six practical, straightforward, and compelling sessions..

3) Unmask The Predators Home Security System Workbook
This companion workbook can be used along with the Unmask the Predators book by a single parent,
a family, or a small or large group.

UNMASK

“This book offers great insight
to help prevent physical

and spiritual attacks...a message
 of hope for all parents.”

-Michael W. Smith

ORDER UNMASK HERE

http://www.frontlinefamilies.org/bookstore/hot-romance/
http://www.frontlinefamilies.org/unmask-the-predators-for-christian-parents/
http://www.frontlinefamilies.org/unmask-the-predators-for-christian-parents/
http://www.frontlinefamilies.org/bookstore/
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HOT ROMANCE

Four Stories of Original Purity and
Recovered Innocence

& Three Workshops On How to
Pursue Godly HOT ROMANCE

A Family Guide for Dating, Courtship, Love and Sex

THIS 7 PART DVD FOR TEENS & PARENTS IS LIKE NO OTHER!
In a world where sex and romance have been hijacked to sell products, push agendas,
and tantalize the flesh, God is raising up a new generation that knows the truth!

Here!Get Your Copy

My Secret EXPOSED
For Teens

“No one knew my secret... but it was destroying me
from the inside out.  The day ‘it’ was exposed became

the day my world blew apart and also the day my
healing could actually begin.”

This affordable mini-book is for teens on how to get
 free from and avoid falling into a trap of deception. ORDER HERE

http://www.frontlinefamilies.org/bookstore/hot-romance/
http://www.frontlinefamilies.org/bookstore/hot-romance/
http://www.frontlinefamilies.org/bookstore/my-secret-exposed/
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Join the ranks of Christian parents
standing shoulder to shoulder.

We are a national organization with
local groups in churches and

communities supporting,
strengthening, and equipping
parents of the next generation.

•Resources and training materials
•Monthly video seminars for

families and groups
•Online and personal representatives for

equipping local groups
•Prayer support and encouragement for families

•Daily tips for parents
•Speakers for local churches, groups,

conferences, or events
•Regional Parenting Conferences in conjunction

with Acquire the Fire in cities all across
America. Check for a conference near you at

www.acquirethefire.com

To join us as a family, start a local group,
Or schedule a speaker for your event, go to

www.POTTSgroup.com
or call 800.213.9899

900+ Groups

Nationwide!!

STICK!
Making the Handoff

to the Next Generation

How will history view us?
Legacies lost...years wasted...
...destinies destroyed?

We hold the baton of faith that our children
so desperately need.  In a wake up call to
parents, Doug & Lisa Cherry ignite the

revolution of generations.

Disqualification is no
longer an option.

The handoff must be made.

ORDER YOUR BOOK & DVD HERE

http://www.frontlinefamilies.org/bookstore/hot-romance/
http://www.pottsgroup.com/
http://www.frontlinefamilies.org/bookstore/
http://www.acquirethefire.com/home/potts/
http://www.pottsgroup.com/
http://www.frontlinefamilies.org/bookstore/

